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## OBJECT DETECTION AND PATTERN RECOGNITION

10613 02 Relative velocity discretization for moving targets detection in FMCW SAR [10613-12]

10613 03 Binary image filtering for object detection based on Haar feature density map [10613-23]

10613 04 Posture recognition associated with lifting of heavy objects using Kinect and Adaboost [10613-26]

10613 05 A comparison between skeleton and bounding box models for falling direction recognition [10613-28]

10613 06 Illumination robust face recognition using spatial adaptive shadow compensation based on face intensity prior [10613-4]

10613 07 Parking-lines detection based on an improved Hough transform [10613-21]

## IMAGE PROCESSING AND APPLICATIONS

10613 08 Feature extraction of the wafer probe marks in IC packaging [10613-10]

10613 09 Multi-focus image fusion algorithm based on non-subsampled shearlet transform and focus measure [10613-19]

10613 0A Spatial and spectral analysis of corneal epithelium injury using hyperspectral images [10613-8]

10631 0B Virtual expansion of the technical vision system for smart vehicles based on multi-agent cooperation model [10613-13]

10613 0C Acceleration of planes segmentation using normals from previous frame [10613-6]

## MODERN INFORMATION THEORY AND SIGNAL PROCESSING

10613 0D Advertisement recognition using mode voting acoustic fingerprint [10613-30]

10613 0E Adaptive EMG noise reduction in ECG signals using noise level approximation [10613-9]
A novel ECG data compression method based on adaptive Fourier decomposition

Structural damage detection based on wavelet transform in strain energy signal processing

Modeling and prediction of human word search behavior in interactive machine translation

An 1.4 ppm/°C bandgap voltage reference with automatic curvature-compensation technique

Differential effects of gender on entropy perception

Image registration algorithm for high-voltage electric power live line working robot based on binocular vision

A formation control strategy with coupling weights for the multi-robot system

Implementation and performance evaluation open-source controller for precision control of gripper

Research on key technology of prognostic and health management for autonomous underwater vehicle

Intelligent navigation and accurate positioning of an assist robot in indoor environments

Structural optimization of Beach-Cleaner snatch mechanism